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The role of the Mobility Agency (RSM)

The Agency manages, through a service legal agreement, the bus service 
contracts performed by ATAC, the PT Operator in charge of metro, tram 
networks and 80% of surface public transport

• Planning, Regulating and Controlling Mobility 

• Permits and user contacts

• Development of Mobility and Road Safety Projects

• ITS tools, Infomobility & Mobility Centre

• Management of Sustainable Mobility Policies

• Up to 50 projects since1998



Rome, a view on the city, History and Heritage 

The city of Rome will be celebrating its 2770th birthday next 21st of April 
which clearly implies we’re not talking of a normal city and the old adage 
“Rome wasn’t built in a day” fits just fine our case.



Rome, a view on the city, 

Municipal Area 1.285 skm
Population
Metropolitan Area                      4.400.000
City Residents                           2.900.000
Road Network                          8.000 km
Main road network                     800 km
Vehicles    2.400.000
Cars 1.840.000
2 wheels                                     500.000
Goods delivery                           160.000
Daily Trips 6.000.000
Peak-hour Trips                          670.000



Rome, a view on the city, Cultural attitude for private 
vehicles

Motorization rate: 840 veh./1.000 inhabitants, the highest rate in Europe 
(415 Paris 398 London)

Road safety:

15.782 incidents 
20.670 injured
154 fatalities 

Social costs: 

1,3 billions €/year



Rome, a view on the city, Modal share

PT: 29,5% 
Car: 48%
Motorbike:15,8%
Walking: 5,7%
Cycling: 1%



Rome, a view on the city, Suburban sprawl

Population 1988 
2.858.000                               17%
(500.900 OUTSIDE GRA) 

Population 2008
2.884.000                               24%
(704.600 OUTSIDE GRA) 

Population 2012 
2.884.000                                26%
(747.000 OUTSIDE GRA) 

Population 2020
2.980.000                               30%
(896.000 OUTSIDE GRA) 



Rome, a view on the city, “All roads lead to Rome?”

Despite a little general flexion of the past years, the italian tourism in 2016 is 
grown and it’s expected a positive stability in 2017 as well. Rome isn’t an 
exception, it’s the opposite.

Rome continues to be one of the world’s favourite tourist destinations, 
especially with foreigners.

12,7M 2013
13,4M 2014
20,0M 2015/2016 Jubilee of Mercy 



Rome, Limited Traffic Zone and Tourist coaches Plan

Launched in the year 2000 the so called “Piano Pullman” along with 
the “ZTL plan” has seen a drastic change in both tourism coach 
scenario in Rome as well as congestion level.

Latest stats show 96,000 permits released in 2016 
1,300 season tickets 
700 coaches daily (up to 1,200) 



Rome, Mobility planning in the Jubilee of Mercy

The study shows how the city achieved the arduous objective of 
managing the surplus of arrivals due Jubilee event, minimizing the 
hardships on ordinary mobility.

20M were the visitors between dec 2015 and nov 2016

40% via tourist coaches 
10% via trains 
50% private modes 



Rome, Mobility planning in the Jubilee of Mercy

We prioritized the increasement of pheripheral bus stop stalls in 
correspondence with metro-rail system exchange nodes. 

A new suburban hub at the Tiburtina station (up to 150 stalls) 



Rome, Mobility planning in the Jubilee of Mercy

Pedestrian paths within the city center as well as 9 itineraries for 
pilgrims with dedicated sings were deployed in Rome.
Specific interventions were made in order to make pedestrian paths 
as safe as linear as possible. 



Rome, Mobility planning in the Jubilee of Mercy

Via Papalis, from S.Giovanni to S. Pietro (historical path)



Rome, Mobility planning in the Jubilee of Mercy

4 level events (depending on the flow of pilgrims expected) and a
dedicated special metro service accordingly



Rome, Mobility planning in the Jubilee of Mercy

Special funds were allocated for road maintainance
activities to keep transport in town as safe as possible



Rome, Mobility planning in the Jubilee of Mercy

Ad hoc transport service to pilgrims with disabilities

Special lines operating 24/7
Real time reservation line 
Bus equipped with wheelchair ramp



Rome, Mobility planning in the Jubilee of Mercy

The mobility centre room played a vital role in the managing of the 
transport activities. It was essential the role’s definition within the 
different bodies involved. 

The Jubilee room took responsability for the event as a whole, RSM 
along with other partners focued solely on mobility issues.



Rome, Mobility planning in the Jubilee of Mercy

The Mobility Center, located in Roma Servizi della Mobilità is the 
heart of an integrated system, which has the main functions of 
monitoring, controlling management of the urban traffic, together with 
process and fining management as well as diffusing traffic 
information. The Center then puts together a series of subsystems, 
each dedicated to the performance of specific functions of monitoring 
and / or regulation of traffic flows.



Rome, Mobility planning in the Jubilee of Mercy

Control system

21 brand new automated license plate readers in the city centre with 
a double benefit, real time cameras and deterrent to ticketless
coaches entering the city



SUMPS what future for Rome?

"The goal of this administration is to provide the city with a 
competitive transport system and recover the historical infrastructure 
gap with other European capitals, exacerbated by the poor 
settlement development of the last 15 years. In order to achieve this 
objective we have adopted the SUMPS to guide us in the planning of 
the city and precisely define the priorities in relation to available 
resources. It will also be a precious tool to monitor the effectiveness 
and sustainability of the costs as well as the realization of the 
measures planned ".

Councillor for City in Motion 

Linda Meleo 



Thanks for your attention!

francesco.iacorossi@agenziamobilita.roma.it  
@francis_rojo_      @romamobilita 
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